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Engaging Gospel Doctrine (Episode 80.1) 

LESSON 3 (CORE) 

The Creation 

 

Hook It is more important to appreciate creation than understand how it got here, 
but the hows remain valuable 

Goal  Class members should pause and appreciate the miracle of creation, both our 

bodies and existence and the world’s, and appreciate the contributions of different 

accounts of creation (reword)  

Overview  Sunday School  

o Reflections on faith and science (talk about what the scriptures are, 

that learning new information can feel disorienting, but the 

strongest approach to theology in my mind is understanding the 

world best we can and then coming to theological conclusions. I 

spent years extrapolating from the literal narratives, so I get it)  

o Some challenges (go over Church leader statements about 

evolution and creation, but also share McConkie’s cool quote.  

o Propose that there is much to gain from each creation account 

 Discussion of Moses passages 

 Discussion of Abraham passages (focus on my gods 

waiting to see if they are obeyed point)  

o Reflections on creation  

 

Conclusion   

 

 

Church Statements about Evolution  

(But also see Henry Eyring’s Reflections of a Scientist and the fact BYU teaches evolution) 

Church statements on Evolution:  

https://www.lds.org/manual/old-testament-gospel-doctrine-teachers-manual/lesson-3-the-creation?lang=eng
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Feb 2002 reposted the 1909 statement! https://www.lds.org/ensign/2002/02/the-origin-of-

man?lang=eng 

Editorial intro: “In the early 1900s, questions concerning the Creation of the earth and 

the theories of evolution became the subject of much public discussion. In the midst of 

these controversies, the First Presidency issued the following in 1909, which expresses 

the Church’s doctrinal position on these matters. A reprinting of this important First 

Presidency statement will be helpful as members of the Church study the Old 

Testament this year.” 

It is held by some that Adam was not the first man upon this earth and that the original 
human being was a development from lower orders of the animal creation. These, 
however, are the theories of men…Man began life as a human being, in the likeness of our 

Heavenly Father. 

True it is that the body of man enters upon its career as a tiny germ embryo, which becomes an 

infant, quickened at a certain stage by the spirit whose tabernacle it is, and the child, after being 

born, develops into a man. There is nothing in this, however, to indicate that the original man, 

the first of our race, began life as anything less than a man, or less than the human germ or 

embryo that becomes a man. 

Bible dictionary: In the Bible Dictionary of the LDS Church, the entry for "Fall of Adam" 

includes the following statement: "Before the fall, Adam and Eve had physical bodies 

but no blood. There was no sin, no death, and no children among any of the earthly 

creations."[14] Under the entry, "Flesh", it is written: "Since flesh often means mortality, 

Adam is spoken of as the “first flesh” upon the earth, meaning he was the first mortal on 

the earth, all things being created in a nonmortal condition, and becoming mortal 

through the fall of Adam 

And yet evolution is straight up taught at BYU. Clearly there is tension here.  

(find the “were are not scientists we will leave that to scientists” quote)  

Nelson on the Big Bang, just in 2012 

Anyone who studies the workings of the human body has surely “seen God moving in his 

majesty and power.”
18

 Because the body is governed by divine law, any healing comes by 

obedience to the law upon which that blessing is predicated.
19

 

Yet some people erroneously think that these marvelous physical attributes happened by chance 

or resulted from a big bang somewhere. Ask yourself, “Could an explosion in a printing shop 

https://www.lds.org/ensign/2002/02/the-origin-of-man?lang=eng
https://www.lds.org/ensign/2002/02/the-origin-of-man?lang=eng
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bible_Dictionary_%28LDS_Church%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mormon_views_on_evolution#cite_note-14
http://www.lds.org/general-conference/2012/04/thanks-be-to-god?lang=eng#18-10485_000_42nelso
http://www.lds.org/general-conference/2012/04/thanks-be-to-god?lang=eng#19-10485_000_42nelso
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produce a dictionary?” The likelihood is most remote. But if so, it could never heal its own torn 

pages or reproduce its own newer editions! 

 

McConkie Quote 

Elder Bruce R. McConkie has written: "Christ and Mary, Adam and Eve, Abraham and 

Sarah, and a host of mighty men and equally glorious women comprised that group of 

`the noble and great ones,' to whom the Lord Jesus said: `We will go down, for there is 

space there, and we will take of these materials, and we will make an earth wherein 

these may dwell.' (Abr. 3:22-24, emphasis added.) This we know: Christ, under the 

Father, is the Creator; Michael, His companion and associate, presided over much of 

the creative work; and with them, as Abraham was, were many of the noble and great 

ones."1 

http://www.ldschurchnews.com/articles/24763/Adams-role-goes-beyond-first-man.html 


